Neal,

You have to hope and pray that truth will eventually “win out”; and if not then at least you should allow me to try and make things interesting by having you first of all take note of the “talk” going on right now about whether or not there was voter fraud in the New Hampshire Presidential primaries.

At the same time let me allow you to go back in time to the 1960 United States Presidential election when American Charles Engelhard and his Anglo South African partner, Harry Oppenheimer rigged that election although for those who “make a living” as talk show hosts, newspaper columnists and the such, never to forget all those serious looking people on the so important News programs, they would all argue their “heads off” that if there was any voter fraud back then, it was more likely than not, the result of Joe Kennedy being the one who “bought the election” for his “favored son” John F. Kennedy.

http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/chap18.htm

And that is where the “discussion” would of course end before going to a commercial break without any interest on the part of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel to make much of the fact that there is ample proof in United States Justice Department files that Joe Kennedy like all of his sons who survived World War II were, and remain, on the payroll of this mafia of mafia.

Of course it is not in the least bit amazing that there are only very few of us 300 million US American citizens who can so very easily draw the connecting dots between President elect John F. Kennedy being forced by De Beers right before being sworn in as President of the United States to meet with Harry Oppenheimer at the Carlyle Hotel on the upper east end of New York City and the fact that there is absolutely no trust in US elected and non-elected government officials apart from the extraordinary trust corrupt US American citizens have in their corrupt elected
and non-elected government officials to keep giving them one handout after the next.

Now let’s go back to Sunday’s “confrontation” between 5 Iranian speedboats and a US frigate.

Most of US Americans have two feelings.

First, that the 5 speedboats were a definite threat.

Second, US Americans should be thrilled that we have a strong enough Navy to chase them away; in other words, the Iranians fear us more than we fear them.

However, for most of US Americans who can think beyond the edge of our noses, the next question we have is why didn’t the US Captain of USS Hawker explode those boxes left in the water by the speeding 5 boats who issued, according to the Pentagon, a very clear intention to strike the Hawker with explosives?

To repeat the exact verbiage off Pentagon supplied video footage, “I am coming at you, will explode in a couple of minutes”?

So again, why after the “jerks” sped off didn’t the Captain of the USS Hawker blow up those boxes in the sea when a safe enough distance away and then we would all know whether it was a big ploy or if they had exploded, then of course then it would be a whole different situation?

So let’s explore if those boxes didn’t contain box cutters to be used in the next 911 to build up an even bigger Homeland Security Department, and had blown up as a result of containing explosives then there would be not only less discussion for all the “talking heads” but whose head would fall in the United States Navy?

Now let’s explore if the boxes hadn’t blown up then there would be not only less discussion for all the “talking heads” but whose head would fall in the U.S. Navy.

You would know that I have very little expertise in American Military Intelligence and that includes the US Navy, but one of the things I was born with was “common sense” that went a long way in helping me figure out when looking at the first minefield I saw at age 9 on the Golan Heights in Israel.
that someone was obviously making a profit building mines, the same with the safety pin manufacturer who sold boxes of safety pins to one-legged veterans around the world so that the pant of the leg blown off wouldn’t dangle in the wind.

How incredibly fucking stupid are US Americans to have such incompetent Navy Captains who are trained to act exactly the way the Captain of the USS Hawker did this past Sunday?

If my super intelligent Italian Greyhound Pypeetoe was with me right now he would be snuggling up close enjoying one of the greatest sunny afternoons I have ever experienced, the surf still ferocious, and he and I would engage in a conversation along the following lines:

Pypeetoe, please explain to me what is God thinking when he refuses to have you spell out in simple English his reasoning for making just the people that I know dumber than a blade of grass with of course the exception of you, Maggie, my French-Canadian wife, your other co-dependent, and less than a handful other people including one very close female friend who is as equally perplexed as us, although
I can only really talk for myself because all you are doing right now is looking at me like I was nuts.

Back to the training of US Navy Captains that has them allowing their ships carrying other human beings to be blown up, that in turn allows the United States of America’s already out-of-control military-industrial-complex to engineer-manufacture-distribute more US Navy ships just like the Cole that got blown to pieces, some 17 dead, scores injured when just one rubber dingy fired off a torpedo shaped metal box.

One of the individuals supporting the conduct of the Captain of the USS Hawker, is Defense Secretary Robert Gates who in 1994 advocated a preemptive nuclear strike on north Korea.

Let me now return to my hypothetical dialogue with Pypeetoe.

Pypeetoe, if one of these days you were to get hit by one of the fast moving trains that would have not only me and Marie very sad unless we are able to get back very quickly “in to the moment” and realize that this is all one big game, this extraordinarily brutal, “game of life” has our Superior Being gifting continuously, the very best of us both the very best and worst of humanity, all in “real time”, and for each of us best equipped, the result of hanging on to our smarts from day one, able to figure out it is one big happy game so long as you don’t get emotionally attached to imbeciles and when losing the best of the best to know it is just a matter of time before you will be reunited and never again have to ever encounter one single disgusting human being, how would you like to be remembered apart from your “art”, the scratching on the slay bed at the stone home, while possibly devaluing its resale value, very uplifting when once again realizing there has to be one most awesomely smart God watching over all of us, good, bad and indifferent, that allows the biggest idiots amongst us to be in charge of the world’s most powerful weapon systems with the world yet to end up as one fireball?

Most intelligent US Americans wouldn’t need to hear what either I or Pypeetoe or for that matter my at least equally bright French-Canadian wife has to say about the United States of America having absolutely nothing; the country is empty, so stupid that we even have people ready to vote for a President based on who the President picks as their Vice President who is just one more person for talking heads to talk about apart from me.

Most intelligent Americans know perfectly well that without exception not a single elected or non-elected high ranking government official has loyalty to the United States with possibly the exception of President George W. Bush who continues to do the job of President of a bankrupt country by printing money 24/7 and declaring war on the enemies of the United States who refuse to accept our worthless-
fictitious U.S. Dollars, all the while relying on totally moron US Navy captains just following orders.

Every single idiot US American not only believes but feels very strongly when voicing, “At least we will get rid of Bush” at the next Presidential election without a thought to how extraordinarily easy it is to buy elections using currencies like Diamond Currency, unlimited in supply, untraceable, lightweight and never inventoried, going back even prior to the 1960 Presidential election.

Without you asking me to once again confer with Pypeetoe, I also cannot figure out how you got on my one of a kind email list that represents a statistically valid sampling of the worlds literate, crooked and corrupt human population.

It is possible that people you don’t see copied on my last heavily broadcasted communiqué all geared to promote wwwjust3ants.com and bring about world peace which you would know is war to those who profit from war, felt strongly enough that you could benefit from my insight and analysis of the important events of the day?

But may I suggest you start out with those in the carbon copy section whose names are not familiar to you and when you have the chance question even strangers who you just bumped casually on the street that of course could have purposefully bumped in to you, neither of you necessarily wanting to be the first to speak but it is inevitable that you will get around to discussing not only me but just3ants.com?

On the other hand you might try a totally different strategy such as the one you first thought of and immediately contact those who you think still think you can be depended upon to think smart.

So after drawing a blank you must now give more thought to your co- dependents who are most likely more corrupt and at the same time less intelligent who however, have figured how to steal legally more than you who they consider simply stupid.

The hyperlink below takes you to that 4,402 email to a beautiful young lady I only met once who has a profile on MySpace that I understands makes reference to www.just3ants.com.


May I suggest that before counseling with anyone more than yourself followed immediately by a not necessarily private conference with your financial advisor more likely than not right now first thinking of protecting their nest egg that includes consulting with their insurance broker to make certain they have “adequate and proper” liability insurance for having failed to inform you of my prescient timing, give more thought to what your colleagues along with their lawyers and financial advisors are thinking as you focus this moment on your
company’s most current marketing plan that I assume got approved by your board of directors who simply rubber stamped each and every decision that in most instances is not made by the Chief Executive Officer who invariably has the biggest out-of-control ego.

And then, assuming there is time left in the day, you must consider seriously emailing Keren at the Office of the Israeli Department of Defense Attache at the Israeli Embassy in Washington DC and before even wasting your time asking if she has yet received my response to her email of 11/19 wherein she asked me to

> Please send me a SHORT, CLEAR e-mail of what it is that you need from us.  
If it wasn't clear until now, our department, the Defense and Military Attache is responsible for  
US-Israel Military and Department of Defense relations.  
If you will be clear I might be able to help you.


simply get Keren who I have very possibly met on the many times I have visited Israel including when I traveled there quite often in the fall of 1989 soon after I visited China for the first time, when I was heading up the restructuring team of Epilady USA Inc., to provide you with her read on President George W. Bush just earlier, “Predicting a Middle East Treaty” which you perfectly understand is very different from “peace”; but when you consider not only is peace war to those who profit from war but what is it that the United States mostly exports apart from weapons of war, you would logically conclude that there is very little room at a permanent Peace Conference for the United States of America, apart from getting up to mischief by constantly seeking one treaty after the next.

Bear also in mind that Keren “took the liberty” of letting me know at the end of her very carefully worded email that her bosses in Israeli “security” who first “referred” me to her, were extraordinarily “comfortable” in my decision to be the first “civilian” in the world to be broadcasting the most ingenious Military Report of all time, and the fact that it “emerged” out of Israeli Military Intelligence shouldn’t come as a surprise.

Again, Keren’s “meaningful” ending:

> Until now, after several e-mails and phone calls I still don’t understand what it is that you need.  
If you will not be clear and short I will have no choice but referring your name to our security  
office.  
All the best,  
Keren

Now of course, even if you are not so very foolishly invested in the stock market or real estate market, it is more than likely that you are focused on whether the Dow Jones Average is going up or down, even though you know perfectly well you really
don’t have the foggiest notion of what it all means, other than you are so poorly conditioned to ask such utterly nonsensical questions that not only wastes your precious time when you could be reading “sumthing” [sic] intelligent from me, but leaves your mind even more discombobulated because you are like most of US Americans both heavily brainwashed and of course in the most incredible denial thinking most of all that you’re intelligent when you know perfectly well that point of view couldn’t be any further from the truth.

Right this minute the surf in front of our rented studio cliff house is pumping big time and the few surfers braving the waves are well above average that makes it even more enticing for me to do out on my wave ski since I don’t have to worry that much about neophytes who are increasingly congregating along the cliffs of heavily corrupt real estate and city council Del Mar witnessing one most awesome spectacle of G-D-Nature.

Time to suit up!

Gary
Ps – Don’t you find it rather interesting how increasingly less smart you think it is to blame very athletic President George W. Bush for all your stupidity and lack of a moral compass and at the same time find little or no comfort in his successor that has you, possibly not a total idiot, thinking that it may very well make sense to pass a Constitutional Amendment to allow Mr. Bush to run for a third term bearing in mind that you have my word for it whoever replaces President George W. Bush will not be able to stand up to the Peoples Republic of China whose military along with the most brutal Israel Defense Force continue to laugh themselves silly at Sunday’s mind-boggling display of total ineptitude by a United States Navy Captain?
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From: Neal Block [mailto:nblock@magpictures.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2008 1:53 PM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: RE: FIGURE OUT-PREDICT THE FUTURE-secret weapon knitter- Seminar... Can I post this on just3ants?

i'm not sure how i got on your email list, but you gotta take me off. i can't handle any more of this. this is my second request.

From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2008 4:32 PM
To: Sarah Sim - Prince News, Princeton University
Subject: FIGURE OUT-PREDICT THE FUTURE-secret weapon knitter- Seminar... Can I post this on just3ants?